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►Who is this camper population?

These are campers who have been diagnosed with type 1 diabetes. Their 
bodies no longer make insulin, and they require their blood sugar to be 
monitored and insulin to be given to them to stay healthy.

These campers wear their diagnosis on the “inside”. They look healthy 
on the outside, but they require constant medication to keep their 
bodies healthy.
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►How do I support my camper?
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What if a camper’s BG is >300? If their BG is >300, encourage your camper 
to drink a LOT of water. Water helps dilute the sugar and bring their
BG down. 

Your camper might also say that they need to check their BG if they feel 
“low”. Some of our campers will feel low when their BG is <100. If this is the 
case, you can have them check their BG and then give them a snack to 
bring their BG up.
  
At meal times you’ll have your camper check their BG, and write it down 
(example: Joshua Brown BG=166).

You’ll also count your camper’s carbs (example: 2 rolls, 1 serving green 
beans, 2 grilled chicken breasts, 1 chocolate cookie = 66 carbs).

After your camper has FINISHED eating, a nurse will come to your table.
Tell the nurse the camper’s BG (166) and their carbs (66). The nurse will
then work with the camper to figure out the amount of insulin they needthen work with the camper to figure out the amount of insulin they need
for that meal.
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►What are these campers like?

These campers are so much fun!

They are so excited to be at camp and to be surrounded by kids who are 
just like them.

They love that having diabetes is “normal” this week, and they love
watching us struggle to count carbs, when they do this on a daily basis.

They are looking to make a friend, and for someone to be a buddy at
the waterpark. the waterpark. 
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How do I support my camper? (continued)
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